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COMMITTEE
Chairman
John Mather
Vice Chairman Paul Murgatroyd
Secretary
Clare Hanna
Treasurer
Amanda Roberts
Fixtures Secretary Anne Gibbs
Publicity Officer
Kevin Swinbourne
Junior Rep
Ben Mather
Welfare Officer Holly Haywood
Unposted
Liam Harrington
Unposted
Michael Nell
Unposted
Charlie Thomas
Unposted
Nick Lyons

Welcome to new members
Andy Garbutt
Eleanor Garbutt
Aaron Garbutt

Mention orienteering to a non-orienteer and the answer is usually “oh yea I did that at
school its easy” it isn't easy, that’s why planning and preparation is so crucial and will
give you greater chance of success and this, is why our training nights are so important
and why they are getting more popular, just look on page 8 to see how many champions
we have for such a small club.
Planners are essential and although our club are very fortunate to have some very good
ones we badly need more so get your brain into gear and try a new challenge for the new
year see page 13 for details.
Thank you to all contestants that entered ‘the arm’ quiz Liam won the grand prize.
Lastly I would like to thank very much all of you that contributed to LOG News in 2017
and to wish everyone a very merry Christmas and lots of successful orienteering in 2018.

See you out there
Ed Anne Gibbs
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‘GOING OUT ‘
Chairman’s Last Ramble
As this is the final year of my chairmanship, I would like to
reflect on how the club has evolved in the past five years and,
looking back on my first report in 2013, it seems to be a case
of ‘the more things change, the more they stay the same’! Five
years ago the challenges remained very much the same as
they do now, ie. how do we recruit new members, how do we
retain them once they‘ve joined, how do we develop them as
orienteers and how can we get more juniors involved?
In terms of recruitment, our membership numbers have, more or less, stayed the
same over this time and, whilst generally quite healthy, it would not take much for us
to start to be concerned here.
One of the issues we’ve never cracked is that of publicity and marketing. We’ve tried
many different approaches down the years, from traditional press releases and fliers
through to more modern use of social media. The gains in this area have never really
matched the work put in by several individuals involved in the publicity officer role
and it is always tough to know that your efforts are not necessarily rewarded by
responding increases in attendance and membership. Our current publicity officer,
Ally Wright, will be stepping down from her role this year and we need to
find someone who is keen to take on this position and drive our initiatives forward in
the future. We thank Ally for her work in both this capacity and as junior
representative for the past few years.
On the orienteering front, we continue to provide our members with a plethora of
opportunities, with a programme of good quality, local events, supported by a regular
club night. Considering our small volunteer base, we perform outstandingly well in
this area and, when we look at other clubs across the country, we know that we
continue to punch above our weight in this regard. We have put on, in 2017/18: an
autumn ‘race the parks’ series in Grantham (4 events); a winter ‘fight the
night’ series in Lincoln (4 events); a spring series (6 events) and the usual urban
league series, shared with HALO (3 events each). This has also been complimented by
our annual ‘Blue Riband’ club championships back at Walesby once again, two EMUL
events in Lincoln and Stamford and the Wolds’ Mini-Mountain Marathon, which this
year moved to a new base in Hagworthingham.
Finally, the major event of the year saw the club host the regional round of the
CompassSport Cup and Trophy for the first time in it’s history and I would like to
thank all the members who helped out to ensure we put on a good quality race. I
think many non-LOG members attending this event were surprised that we do
actually have hills in Lincolnshire! It was good to beat our local rivals, HALO,
here and secure our first final in three years, with a small, but perfectly formed squad
going down to Devon next week to represent the club. We wish them all the
best in their endeavours.
Regarding our inter-club competitions against HALO, we relinquished the Lincs
Challenge Shield for the first time in three years, but managed to retain the LUL title,
maintaining our unbeaten run in this competition. Lastly, I should mention that we
have, as a club, also turned 30 this year and we have plans for a get together at this
year’s club championships before Christmas and following on from the LEI Outwoods
event and hopefully we will get a good turn-out from the membership for this
celebration.
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As regards personal achievements, this year saw Tanya Taylor win her first medal at a
national level, with a bronze at the recent British Sprint Championships, the chairman
won his first ever JK medal, with a silver in the Sprint at Brunel University, and Philip
Johnston-Davis represented Ireland in the VHI’s for the second successive year. Ben
Mather also competed for EMOA at a regional level and John has begun to be more
involved with the management and organisation of the squad and is looking to become
coach qualified next year. It was also nice to see a whole group of LOG’ers undertake
the new ‘Coaching to the Start Triangle’ course, run by Hilary Palmer, and hopefully this
knowledge will be useful when we look to introduce newcomers to the sport at
our local events.
Finally, I want to take this opportunity to thank all the committee members for their
work and commitment to the club over the past five years. In particular, I would
like to highlight the contribution from Amanda Roberts, who transferred her focus
from secretary to treasurer this year and has also, for her pains, recently been elected
to the role of EMOA Chairperson. Without her dedication, the club would be a whole lot
poorer and I would like to raise a vote of thanks for her work for LOG. In addition, I
would also like to highlight Anne Gibbs, in her continuing role as fixture secretary, an
unglamorous job, but an absolutely critical position in sourcing permissions and
logging all our activities and fixtures with British Orienteering. Finally, thanks go to
Clare Hanna for her willingness to take up the reigns of the vacant secretary post and
she has gone about her duties in a quiet, professional fashion.
Looking to the future, I wish my successor all the best in the role and I will continue to
support both them and the rest of the committee in their work. Although the past two
years has been challenging for me, as I balance my work at the university with my
consultancy role with the GB Talent squad, I hope to keep an active involvement with
the club through aspects such as coaching at training nights, planning, mapping and
website management.

Chairman receiving President Award
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‘COMING IN ‘

Chairman’s First Ramble

My first musings as Chairman and a blank
sheet of paper…
Without any hesitation the first thing to do
is thank the outgoing Chairman, Paul
Murgatroyd, who has successfully steered
the club over the last five years. His
impact in all areas of club activity will be a
tough act to follow, although I am pleased
to say that he remains as Deputy Chairman to keep me and the club on track.
Thanks are due also to retiring Committee members who have contributed in so
many ways to the Club.
We have much to celebrate in Lincoln Orienteering Group – a healthy and up to
date repertoire of mapped areas, an extensive annual programme of events, new
faces appearing (and returning) at the ‘come-and-try-it’ Race the Parks, healthy
finances, recent British Champions, an appearance at the Compass Sport Trophy
Final where we held our heads high, regular quality coaching opportunities and
volunteers committing their time to making our sport happen. What we have very
few of is Juniors. I know I have a bias here, but without juniors coming into the
sport there is no ‘next generation’. I’d like to see the club over the next few years
build upon the solid foundations that we have and find new ways to attract, engage
and nurture families and juniors into the club and the sport. I have a few ideas that
I will be sharing with the committee, but suggestions always welcome.
Have a great Christmas, I look forward to seeing you in the New year in a forest
somewhere.
John Mather

SOUTH COMMON 4TH FEB 2018
LOG

EMOA C Event

Chance for beginners to run on home turf
Helpers will be needed
Put it in your diary
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COMPASS SPORT TROPHY FINAL
By Sean Harrington
We had 14 LOG members (Lindsey, Trudy, Amanda,
Claire, Martin, Paul, Kev, Andy, Craig, John, Ben,
Hannah, Liam and myself) who had entered for the
Compass Sport Final in Devon, some were making a
week’s holiday out of it, some were travelling down on
the Friday night and some were not setting off until the
Saturday. Therefore at 07:00 am Saturday morning I am
off in my car to pick Liam up for the start of our 600 mile
round trip to the Compass Sport finals in Devon.
Seven of us met up early Saturday afternoon for some pre event training, we set off
in two groups (runners and walkers), we were just catching the end of storm Brian,
taking that into account the weather was not that bad.
In the evening eight of us met up for a meal and a couple of drinks, before it was
back to the travel lodge for an early night. Having said that as soon as Paul was out
the way a couple of us popped out for a quick extra pint, I will let you guess who they
were!!!!
Sunday morning soon came round and after a quick
breakfast in the Toby Carvery we set off for the event
I am not going to mention anyone’s personal runs,
this is because I believe we went as a team of
fourteen and managed to get a full complement of
thirteen scorers round the courses on the day.
Paul had done his usual ‘geeking’ and had us coming
10th out of the 12 teams, therefore when we found
out that we had come 7th
we all realised what a
great achievement it had
been.
Then it was back in the car for the trip back to Lincoln,
dropping Liam off at 7.30pm and arriving home myself
just before 8.00pm
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CHAMPION’S
BLUE RIBAND CHALLENGE WINNER OF 2017

Winners today at Outwoods were Hanna Mather on the
Choc Orange course
Tanya Taylor on the Blue Riband
Liam Harrington was the fastest to finish on the Blue Riband
Well done to ALL competitors who turned up and ran…

Elliot Murray
won the
Mellow Yellow
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Stamford Town 8th Oct by Jeff Baker

Stamford, as it would seem with any event east of the A1 was
not brilliantly supported by our fellow surrounding clubs. Eightyeight people turned out with the majority running course four.
This course caused me a few concerns firstly being permission
for one of the controls being withdrawn at the eleventh hour and then, school
gates that should have been open being firmly shut causing a bit of a detour
for some. The updated map which,does need a few minor tweeks, gives much
better access to the town and surrounding areas as well as a nicer base from
which to start and finish. Overall I think that most courses had route choice
although there was one email to Paul complaining about the amount of
running on tarmac that they had to do and the lack of route choice. Mike
Cappa did a really good job of Controller giving me some good advice and not
a lot of hassle. Thanks to Amanda for organising and to all those that helped
on the day.

Boultham Park 28th Oct by Clare Hanna
Boultham Park was the first of the Race the Park series where the
challenge for the planner is to design courses of the right level for
the newcomers that we are keen to attract ( and makes them
want to come back) while still giving more
experienced orienteers something to challenge them on a
Saturday morning.
The short JOG course was entirely in the park using the paths and lake as clear
features and some simple route choices. The CRUISE took in park and some local
roads.
The RUN course took in both park and local roads combining both park and urban
orienteering skills.
I based the event out of the Bowls club which worked very well - providing not only
somewhere warm for registration, with breakfast available, but also gave the
club a bit of profile with the Park runners. The publicity ahead of the event had
worked well, the weather was kind and we got 9 newcomers including families along.
On the jog, Congratulations to Heather Butcher who made it in first, closely followed
by other members of the Butcher tribe and Harry Cook. The Cruise saw
the oldest and youngest competitors going head to head with Ben Mather coming out
on top. Paul Murgatroyd took the long course with John Mather and
Marcus close on his heels.
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Hartsholme Park 4th Nov by Nick Lyons
The relative complexity of planning 3 courses to meet specified
criteria became clear as I developed the plans for Hartsholme, as
my first attempt at line courses. I became increasingly conscious
that the process of planning exposed gaps in my knowledge in a
way that will ultimately be of benefit to my efforts as a competitor. Restrictions on my
computers led me to seek the assistance of Geoff and Anne, who kindly hosted me
whilst I completed the OCAD maps on their machine – many thanks to them.
On the day, the weather matched the forecast to perfection, as I started setting up
the controls at 6:00 a.m. in the pouring rain. The rain eased off during the course of
the morning, but most of the competitors encountered damp conditions. This almost
certainly led to a rather low turnout, but the feedback was largely positive. The early
finishers reported largely problem free runs, or walks, depending upon their abilities,
but it soon became evident that those choosing the long course had hit problems with
control 45. This turned out to be quite some distance from its location shown on the
map.
At the end of the event I received some very constructive criticism, which was all
good humoured, and was left with plenty to reflect upon for my next attempt at
planning,
Congrats to the winners - Jog Josie Day Cruise Sarah Edwards Run Paul Barnes

West Common 11th Nov by Ben & John Mather

Winners were
Jog

Butcher team

Cruise

Martin Wheeler

Run

Craig Alexander
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South Common 18th Nov by Geoff Gibbs
It’s a Marmite location, you love it or loath it but the South
Common always demands respect. This was the final event in
this year’s Race the Parks Series, all courses were kept short
due to the inevitable slippery climb involved. The weather was
perfect and as a seasonal gesture of goodwill, I kept everyone
out of the dreaded ‘Dodgey Corner’. There was a hiccup with one control which
affected all courses and resulted in a computer tweak.
Congratulations to the winners :- Josie Day, Trudy and Paul.

FIGHT THE NIGHT series starts in Feb - night
orienteering puts a different aspect to your
navigation come along and try it, its good fun.
1st Feb

Lincoln South

8th Feb

Ermine East

15th Feb

Boultham

22nd Feb

West Common

FOREST CHALLENGE
An orienteering board game for 2 - 6 players
Contact Alan Brown alan@brizen.co.uk
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10 ORIENTEERING TIPS
1.

Do events – unless you orienteer regularly you will not improve.

2.

Buy a good compass – you will need an accurate compass.

3. Ignore other orienteering competitors - it can be very tempting to follow other competitors but this will not help you learn also you may end up following
someone who is either lost or on a different course to you.
4. Orientate your map - the map is a ‘bird’s eye view’ of the ground. Compare
your map to the ground and rotate it as necessary to make it match.
5. Map Symbols – learn to understand your map symbols. Know your terrain
colours, your feature colours.
6. Map scale – make sure you know your map scale.
6. Relocation - finding out where you are after getting lost, the more you practise
your relocation skills the better they become.
7. Training - training is invaluable LOG do a training night every Thurs evening
check our web site for details.
8. Handrails - check of your handrails between controls, path junctions, streams,
fences.
9. Post-race analysis - try to find someone who has done the same course as
you and discuss each leg, which way did you go? Could you have gone a better way?
This is best done in the pub.
10. Plan an event - Planning an event goes a long way to give you an enormous
confidence boost to orienteering, lots of help will be given ask any committee
member

Study this
map to
identify
Features
Contours
Terrains
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Planner’s Wanted
Planning helps you understand and appreciate what makes a
good course gaining map and compass skills to make your
week to week orienteering so much more enjoyable

SPRING SERIES 2018
26TH April

OSTLERS PLANTATION

LOG URBAN LEAGUE
5TH July

WELTON

Please put your hand up and plan an event in 2018
all help will be given just contact
Paul at pmmurgatroyd@aol.com
or any committee member.
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Keep up to date with LOG on
Facebook –
Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site –
www.logonline.org.uk
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